
Tired of spending hours scrubbing your home? Bored of that never-ending laundry pile? Getting swept away 

with your dirty floors and murky windows? Well, it’s time to dust yourself down and order the EasyMaid 

3000 – the only cleaner you’ll ever need.

Your robotic-powered assistant will sweep and clean – night and day –  to make your home a 

pristine dream! That is because, unlike traditional human cleaners, the EasyMaid’s super-charged battery 

never runs out. The result? A home you can be proud of!

Whenever that mountain of laundry starts growing, alert your EasyMaid 3000 using your voice-activated 

controller. In the blink of an eye, the EasyMaid 3000 will wash away your problems allowing you to have 

some quality time to yourself.

95% of bad backs and long-lasting aches and pains are the punishment for cleaning those hard-to-reach 

places. Suffer no more with the EasyMaid 3000’s superpowers: its long-reaching arms, thorough cleaning 

techniques and dust-busting detection radar means that your limbs will never ache again!

Dr. Takishima Fuguru, the lead professor for robotics at the University of Tokyo, believes that the EasyMaid 

3000 will change your life forever: “This out-of-this-world robot will surely revolutionise how you live your 

lives. No longer will you have to spend hours scrubbing and cleaning; instead, power up your EasyMaid 

3000 and go out and enjoy your life! This is seriously the biggest must-have purchase on the market right 

now!”

So, what are you waiting for? Order your EasyMaid 3000 today and join the millions of people in the 

cleaning revolution.  
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